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Abstract
The role of system invariants in solutions of classical control problems when regular state
feedback is used is reviewed. The structural modifications that arise when these problems are
extended to the case of non-regular state feedback are presented. An interpretation of state
feedback problems in terms of matrix pencils completion is also discussed. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The role of state feedback in linear control theory has been extensively studied
during the last 40 years and still some new results concerning this seemingly simple
control tool can be found. In particular, the non-regular static state feedback, whose
definition is given below, received significant attention during the last decade be-
cause of deep studies of the fine structure of linear systems. The aim of this paper is
to provide an overview of the results achieved in this field and discuss some points
in the light of the latest results.
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The system under consideration is the linear time-invariant system governed by
the equations
Px.t/ D Ax.t/ C Bu.t/; (1)
y.t/ D Cx.t/; t > 0; (2)
with A 2 Rnn, B 2 Rnm and C 2 Rpn, where R stands for the field of real num-
bers, to which the state feedback
u.t/ D Fx.t/ C Gv.t/; (3)
where F 2 Rmn, G 2 Rmq and v.t/ is a new driving signal, is applied yielding
the closed-loop system
Px.t/ D .A C BF/x.t/ C BGv.t/; (4)
y.t/ D Cx.t/: (5)
To simplify the subsequent notation, it is convenient to suppose (without any loss of
generality) that rank B D m, rank C D p, and rank G D q .
The main purpose of applying feedback (3) to system (1), (2) of course lies in
modifying the system behaviour so that given performance specifications are satis-
fied. Clearly, the matrices A; B, and C play a key role in that. Especially, the matrix
A is of great importance since the relationship
y.s/ D T .s/u.s/;
where T .s/ VD C.sI − A/−1B is the transfer matrix of system (1), (2), and y.s/,
u.s/ denote the Laplace transforms of y.t/, u.t/, shows that the eigenstructure of
the matrix A (a synonym for the eigenvalue structure given by the Jordan form of
A and the structure of its right and left eigenvectors including the generalized ones)
determines the dynamical behaviour of system (1), (2). This explains why the control
problems involving the state feedback (3) can be formulated as a certain eigenstruc-
ture assignment to the matrix A C BF .
As far as the matrix G is concerned, one can observe that, when rank G D m D q ,
the input signal Gv.t/ lies in the same linear space as u.t/, and hence the “basic
structural properties” of the system are not modified. However, if rank G D q < m,
the input space is substantially changed and consequently systems (1), (2) and (4),
(5) have different aforementioned “basic structural properties”. This justifies the fol-
lowing nomenclature. The state feedback (3) is called regular if the matrix G is
non-singular; in all other cases it is called non-regular.
2. Basic structural properties of linear systems
Formally speaking, the structural properties of system (1), or (1), (2), are de-
scribed in terms of certain invariants, called the system invariants, of the pair .A;B/,
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or the triple .C;A;B/, with respect to certain groups of transformations that are de-
scribed below. But first the concepts of controllability and observability will briefly
be recalled since they play a fundamental role in the subsequent considerations (a
more complete description and explanation can be found, e.g. in [4,12,16,32] and
the references therein).
The system (1), or the pair .A;B/; is said to be controllable if rankC.A;B/ D nI
otherwise, it is said to be uncontrollable. The matrix C.A;B/ VD TB;AB; : : : ;
An−1BU is called the controllability matrix of (1).
The concept of observability can be introduced similarly. Just take system (1), (2)
with A VD AT; B VD CT, and C VD BT, which is called the dual system of (1), (2),
and consider the pair .AT; CT/; we say that the pair .C;A/ is observable whenever
the pair .AT; CT/ is controllable.
Generally, rankC.A;B/ D r 6 n, which implies that there are r linearly inde-
pendent columns in the matrix C.A;B/. To find them, search the matrix C.A;B/
from left to right, column by column, and choose those vectors that are linearly
independent on their predecessors. Then arrange them in the following order:
b1; Ab1; : : : ; A
c1−1b1; : : : ; Acm−1bm:
Here, bi denotes the ith column of B and ci; i D 1; 2; : : : ;m; are unique positive
integers (given by the search algorithm) such that c1 C c2 C    C cm D r . These
integers are called the controllability indices of (1). From that, it is readily observed
that the pair .A;B/ is controllable if c1 C c2 C    C cm D n. Using the above-in-
troduced concept of duality, the observability indices of the pair .C;A/ are defined
as the controllability indices of the pair .AT; CT/.
Consider now the equivalences defined by the following groups of transforma-
tions.
(i) The feedback group [3]. The pairs .A1; B1/ and .A2; B2/, A1; A2 2 Rnn and
B1; B2 2 Rnm are said to be feedback equivalent if
A1 DP−1.A2 C B2F/P;
B1 DPB2G;
where P 2 Rnn, G 2 Rmm are non-singular matrices and F 2 Rmn; the
matrix P and pair .F;G/ represent similarity transformations and regular state
feedback (3), respectively, acting on system (1).
(ii) The Morse group [30]. The triples .C1; A1; B1/ and .C2; A2; B2/ are said to be
Morse equivalent if
A1 DP−1.A2 C B2F C KC2/P;
B1 DPB2G;
C1 DHC2P−1;
where Ai;Bi; i D 1; 2 , F and G are as in (i), Ci 2 Rpn, i D 1; 2, H 2 Rpp
is a non-singular matrix, and K 2 Rnp. Here the pair .K;H/ represents the
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so-called (regular) output injection, while F;G;P have the same meaning as in
(i).
It has been shown in [3] that using the transformations of the feedback group, any
pair .A;B/ can be brought to a particularly simple form, the Brunovsky form, which
is described by the pair .AB;BB/, where
AB VD

A11 0
0 A22

; BB VD

B1
0

;
A11 VD block diagfJigmiD1; B1 VD block diagfbigmiD1;
Ji VD
2
6666664
0 1
 
 
 
 1
0
3
7777775
; bi VD
2
6666664
0



0
1
3
7777775
;
and the matrix A22 assumes a canonical form with respect to the similarity transfor-
mations (the Jordan form can be chosen, for instance). This implies that the Brunov-
sky form is determined by
(b1) the controllability indices of the controllable pair .A11; B1/ and
(b2) the invariant polynomials of the matrix A22 (the non-controllable part of
.AB;BB/).
Similarly, using the transformations of the Morse group, any triple .C;A;B/ can
be brought [30] to the Morse canonical form .CM;AM;BM/, where
AM VD
2
664
A1 0 0 0
0 A2 0 0
0 0 A3 0
0 0 0 A4
3
775 ; BM VD
2
664
0 0
B2 0
0 0
0 B4
3
775
CM VD

0 0 C3 0
0 0 0 C4

;
and the pairs .Ai; Bi/; i D 2; 4 as well .ATi ; CTi /; i D 3; 4 are in the Brunovsky
form. The matrix A1 again assumes, like A22, a canonical form with respect to the
similarity transformations. The Morse form reveals four kinds of invariants described
below.
(m1) Invariant polynomials of the non-controllable and non-observable part
.0; A1; 0/.
(m2) Controllability indices of the controllable but non-observable part .0; A2; B2/.
(m3) Observability indices of the observable but non-controllable part .C3; A3; 0/.
(m4) Infinite zero orders (both the controllability and observability indices) of the
controllable and observable part .C4; A4; B4/.
The Morse canonical form is indeed related to the Kalman decomposition [12]
which is obtained by invertible transformations of the state space. These transfor-
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mations allow us to display the rough structure of system (1), (2), its controllable
and observable, controllable and non-observable, non-controllable and observable,
non-controllable and non-observable parts, while the richer Morse group reveals the
above-described fine structure.
It is to be noted that the infinite zero orders of .C;A;B/ introduced in (m4) do not
generally form any subset of the controllability (observability) indices of .C;A;B/,
since they can substantially be changed by output injections (state feedbacks) applied
to .C;A;B/ when bringing the triple to the Morse form. A standard definition of the
infinite zero orders of a p  m matrix T .s/ over the ring of proper rational functions
Rp.s/ is through the Smith form, ST .s/, of T .s/. This form can be achieved by
multiplying T .s/ on the left and right by appropriate biproper matrices B1.s/ and
B2.s/ (a matrix B.s/ over Rp.s/ is called biproper, or Rp.s/-unimodular, if B−1.s/
exists over Rp.s/, i.e. B.s/ D B0 C s−1B1 C s−2B2 C   , with B0 non-singular).
Thus
ST .s/ D B1.s/T .s/B2.s/; ST .s/ VD

S.s/ 0
0 0

; S.s/ VD diag fs−ni griD1;
where n1 6 n2 6    6 nr are positive integers, the infinite zero orders of T .s/, and
r VD rank T .s/.
One can consider many other kinds of transformations acting on the system
.C;A;B/. The problem, however, is if they have some control-theoretical meaning.
One such kind of transformation, which has been successfully used when solving the
problems of decoupling and model matching [35,43], consists of similarity trans-
formations, regular state feedback, and row permutations of the matrix C. These
transformations form a group that is called the extended feedback group elsewhere
[20]. Just the systems .C;A;B/ giving rise to the right invertible transfer func-
tions T .s/ (rank T .s/ D p 6 m) are considered here since they are employed in the
aforementioned problems.
Provided T .s/ is right invertible, then there exists [10] a regular state feedback,
which is represented by a biproper matrix B.s/, bringing the transfer function of
system (1), (2) in the Hermite form
TH .s/ VD T .s/B.s/ D T−1.s/ 0U; (6)
where .s/ is a p  p polynomial matrix called the interactor of T .s/ [36]. It has
been shown [2] that the column degrees nie D degci .s/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p, called
the essential orders, are invariant under the regular state feedback transformations.
3. Regular state feedback
It is interesting to see how the above invariants are employed in the solutions of
some well-known problems of linear control theory.
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3.1. Pole structure assignment
The pole structure assignment forms the central part of the aforementioned prob-
lem of eigenstructure assignment. Here, the term pole structure of system (1), or
(1), (2), represents the information given by the invariant factors (the Jordan form,
the elementary divisors) of the matrix sIn − A. The basic result, also known as the
fundamental theorem of state feedback, reads as follows.
Theorem 1 T32U. Given a controllable system .1/ with controllability indices c1 >
c2 >    > cm and a set of monic polynomials γ1.s/ F γ2.s/ F    F γn.s/; where
γi.s/ F γiC1.s/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1; denotes that γiC1.s/ divides γi.s/ .without
remainder/; there exists a regular state feedback .3/ such that the pole structure
of the closed-loop system .4/ is given by the invariant factors γi.s/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n;
if and only if
nX
iDk
deg γi.s/ 6
nX
iDk
ci; k D 1; : : : ; n; (7)
where equality holds for k D 1; and ci VD 0 for i > m.
It is easy to see that at most m non-unit invariant factors γi.s/ can be specified, i.e.
γmC1.s/ D    D γn.s/ D 1: Also the well-known fact that every controllable system
can be stabilized by regular state feedback is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.
Indeed, inequalities (7) do not imply any conditions upon the pole locations (the
roots of γi.s/) of (4). If system (1) is uncontrollable, then in view of (b2) the invariant
polynomials of the uncontrollable part of (1) must be stability polynomials. Thus, the
problem of stabilization can be regarded as a problem of regional pole assignment.
It should be noted that there are generalizations of Theorem 1 to the cases where
(1) is an uncontrollable system [38], and an implicit system [19,40], i.e. a system of
the form E Px.t/ D Ax.t/ C Bu.t/; where E is an n  n matrix of rank less than or
equal to n.
There exists an efficient way to calculate a state feedback gain F that assigns the
desired pole structure. To that end, let N.s/, D.s/ be polynomial matrices such that
 TsIn − A − BU

N.s/
D.s/

D 0;
 P.sIn − A/N.s/ D 0 with P being the maximal annihilator of B (i.e. the rows of
P form a basis for the left kernel of B),
 D.s/ is column reduced (deg det D.s/ is equal to the sum of the column degrees
of D.s/).
Such matrices N.s/, D.s/ are said to form a normal external description (NED)
of (1) [41].
Given an NED of (1), an interesting fact is that the controllability indices of
.A;B/ are equal to the column degrees of D.s/, that is to say, the controllability
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indices of (1) are the column minimal indices of the pencil TsIn − A − BU; see [32]
and Section 5.
Using an NED a regular state feedback of Theorem 1 can be obtained through
the constant solution (a solution X, Y is called constant if X, Y are over R with X
non-singular) of the Diophantine equation
XD.s/ C YN.s/ D M.s/; (8)
where M.s/ is an m  m polynomial and column reduced matrix having γi.s/; iD
1; 2; : : : ;m; as its invariant factors, and the controllability indices ci ; i D1; 2; : : : ;m;
as its column degrees. Then F VD −X−1Y . To find a constant solution of (8), the
corresponding system of linear algebraic equations has to be solved [17,18,33,41].
3.2. Linear quadratic regulator
This classical control problem [12,13,16] is a nice specimen of eigenstructure
assignment, at least as far as the following version is concerned. Given the functional
J D
Z 1
0
TyT.t/y.t/ C uT.t/Ru.t/U dt;
where R 2 Rmm is a symmetric positive definite matrix, the problem is to find a
control signal u that minimizes the above functional subject to Eqs. (1) and (2). It is
further assumed that system (1), (2) is controllable and observable.
A state space solution of the problem is based on the algebraic Riccati equation
(ARE),
ATX C XA − XBR−1BTX C CTC D 0;
which has a unique symmetric non-negative definite solution, here denoted as X0.
Then the optimal control law is the state feedback u VD F0x with F0 VD −R−1BTX0.
Such a solution has a very nice feature: the matrix A C BF0 is a stability matrix (all
its eigenvalues have negative real parts), and that is why it is said that this solution
defines a stabilizing feedback (3).
To reformulate the problem in terms of eigenstructure assignment, rewrite first
the Riccati equation into the form
TD.s/ − F0N.s/UTTD.s/ − F0N.s/U D W.s/;
where W.s/ VD DT.−s/RD.s/ C NT.−s/CTCN.s/, and N.s/, D.s/ form an NED
of (1). As the next step, carry out the spectral factorization [16] of W.s/, i.e. factorize
W.s/ as WT.−s/W.s/, where W.s/ is called the spectral factor of W.s/. Then finding
F0 amounts to solving Eq. (8) with M.s/ VD W.s/ and the state feedback gain F0 is
obtained on putting F0 VD −X−1Y . From that, it easily follows that to find a state
feedback solving the linear quadratic regulator problem is equivalent to finding a
state feedback that assigns certain invariant factors (given by W.s/) to the matrix
A C BF0, a scenario that is typical when solving many other control problems.
Stabilization, linear quadratic regulation, and other state-transition problems [16]
can thus be considered as special cases of eigenstructure assignment, where the
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controllability indices play a role of certain design limits. To show that also other
feedback invariants are useful, consider for example the following problem.
3.3. Diagonal decoupling
In its simplest version, this famous problem of linear control theory [29] has the
following formulation.
Let the system .1/; .2/ be controllable and observable having its transfer function
T .s/ square and of full rank m. The question is to find a regular state feedback
.3/ and positive integers .decouplability indices/ ri; i D 1; : : : ;m, such that the
closed-loop system .4/; .5/ will have the transfer function
TF;G.s/ VD C.sIn − A − BF/−1BG D diagfs−ri gmiD1 DV K−1.s/:
Using the fact that
TF;G.s/ D C.sIn − A/−1BTsIm − F.sIn − A/−1BU−1G
and letting B.s/ denote the biproper matrix TsIm − F.sIn − A/−1BU−1G, the above
relationship can be written in the form
K.s/T .s/B.s/ D Im:
This immediately implies that K.s/ is the interactor of T .s/; see (6). Therefore,
necessary and sufficient conditions [2] for the existence of a solution to the decou-
pling problem are given by the diagonality of the interactor of T .s/. These conditions
can also be expressed in the form
ri D nie D ni D i; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p;
where nie and ni are the essential orders and infinite zero orders of the system (1),
(2), respectively, and i denote the infinite zero order of the system .Ci;A;B/ with
Ci standing for the ith row of C, i D 1; 2; : : : ; p.
The control problems like that above, in spite of the fact that they are to a great
extent idealized, indicate that the system invariants (like controllability indices and
infinite zero orders) that have been used in the solvability conditions have some
deeper meaning. Mathematically speaking, they characterize the structure of the sys-
tem that cannot be changed by the action of the transformations we have considered.
Thus, the designer can utilize this structure and build upon it in the sense that this
information represents certain bounds on design performance.
4. Non-regular state feedback
It may, however, happen that the skeleton system given by the system invariants is
too tight to accommodate the design requirements. Then the use of non-regular state
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feedback (and/or non-regular output injection) could be a remedy for this situation.
For example, let system (1), (2) be given by its transfer function
T .s/ D

s−1 0 s−2
s−1 s−2 0

This system is not decouplable with a regular state feedback, since the interactor of
T .s/ is not diagonal. However, the non-regular state feedback (3) with F D 0 and
G D
"
0 0
0 1
1 0
#
does the job.
When the non-regular state feedback is compared with the regular feedback, one
fact is evident: the action of non-regular state feedback upon system (1), (2) is not
invertible, which means that, for a given non-regular feedback (3), there is no feed-
back of the same nature annulling the effect of the former one. This can easily be
demonstrated by using transfer functions. Suppose the closed-loop system (4), (5) is
described by the product T .s/B.s/, where B.s/ is a biproper matrix representing a
regular state feedback (3). In case the feedback (3) is non-regular, B.s/ is a product
of a biproper matrix and a monic matrix G. Such a matrix is then called column
biproper.
Perhaps, the first use of non-regular state feedback in linear control theory can be
found in [11], where the feedback simulation problem was posed. From that time,
the non-regular feedback has been used in generalizing some classical regular-state-
feedback problems (like the aforementioned Morgan problem and invariant factors
assignment), given rise to new problems (controllability indices and infinite zeros
assignment, for example), and led to extensive studies of matrix pencil properties.
4.1. Controllability indices assignment
The first and natural question concerning the non-regular state feedback is how
the controllability indices of the closed-loop system (4), (5) are changed. This is a
substantial part of the feedback simulation problem [11], which in turn is a special
case of model matching [37]. The question is of primary interest since the controlla-
bility indices play an important role in the problems where eigenstructure assignment
forms their part.
Theorem 2 T11; 23U. Given a linear system .1/ with controllability indices c1 > c2 >
   > cm together with positive integers c01 > c02 >    > c0q; q 6 m; there exists a
non-regular state feedback .3/ such that the controllability indices of the closed-loop
system .4/ match the integers c0i if and only ifX
fj j c0j6ig
c0j 6
X
fj j cj6ig
cj ; i D 1; 2; : : : (9)
This is a fundamental result with the help of which many other control problems,
where regular state feedback is employed, can be reformulated and solved with non-
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regular feedback. For example, in [24] the problem of pole structure assignment has
been reconsidered and solved (a generalization of Theorem 1). Also the feedback
simulation problem has been reconsidered in [23] and its solvability conditions have
been improved.
4.2. Infinite zero orders assignment
The infinite zero orders are invariant under the action of the regular state feedback
(3), too, and as they play a key role in many control problems (like decoupling and
model maching), it is of great importance to know how they can be modified by the
non-regular state feedback. An answer [22] to this query reads as follows.
Theorem 3 T22U. Let 1 > 2 >    > m and n1 > n2 >    > np be the Morse in-
variants .m2/ and the infinite zero orders of system .1/, .2/; respectively. Let further
n01 > n02 >    > n0p0 be a list of positive integers. Then there exists a non-regular
state feedback .3/ such that the integers n0i are the infinite zero orders of system .4/,
.5/ if and only if
jX
iD1
di >
jX
iD1
Di ; j D 1; 2; 3; : : : ;
p1 − pi >p01 − p0i ; i D 1; 2; 3; : : : ;
where di VD cardfj j j > ig; pi VD cardfj j nj > ig; p0i VD cardfj j n0j > ig; i D
1; 2; 3; : : : ; and the list fDig is formed by the non-increasingly ordered differences
p0i − pi .
4.3. Diagonal decoupling
One of the most interesting and long-standing problems of linear control theory
is the problem of diagonal decoupling, whose regular state feedback version was
considered in Section 3. The case with non-regular state feedback is however much
more involved and, in spite of the effort of many researchers, the problem remains
unsolved in its full generality until now; only partial results are available. Among
them, the result stated in [5] is illustrative enough and can be taken as a counterpart
to the regular case.
Consider a controllable and right invertible system (1), (2) (i.e. rank T .s/ D p 6
m) and let 1 > 2 >    > p denote the Morse invariants .m2/ of the system.
Let further i VD ri − ni; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p, where ri and ni are the decouplability
indices and infinite zero orders of system (1), (2), respectively. Provided that i are
non-increasingly ordered and that there exists a state feedback (3) with G 2 Rmp,
rank G D p, such that system (4), (5) is decoupled, then
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i>j
i >
X
i>j
i; j D 1; 2; 3; : : : (10)
These inequalities appeared in [5] for the first time as necessary and sufficient con-
ditions. However, as shown in [9,42] conditions (10) are only necessary.
5. Matrix completion problem
Many problems of linear control theory, some of which have been considered
above, have a common denominator in the matrix pencil theory and especially in
its young and lastly developing part concerning the so-called completion problems
[1,8,38]. The matrix pencils have played a key role in linear system theory ever since
its beginning, but mainly from the moment the state-space theory came to light.
Since then, the structural properties of the systems (1) and (1), (2) have been studied
through their associated matrix pencils
TsIn − A − BU and

sIn − A −B
−C 0

; (11)
respectively, called the system matrices in [32]. The concept of strict pencil equiv-
alence [7] introduced below is a central notion when investigating the properties of
pencils.
Two pencils sP1 − Q1 and sP2 − Q2; where Pi;Qi; i D 1; 2 2 Rnm are said to
be strictly pencil equivalent .denoted TsP1 − Q1U  TsP2 − Q2U/ if
TsP1 − Q1U D MTsP2 − Q2UN;
where M and N are non-singular matrices of compatible dimensions over R.
The strict pencil equivalence defines an equivalence relation on the set of matrix
pencils and the canonical form under this equivalence is the well-known Kronecker
form that reveals the following four types of invariants:
(k1) finite elementary divisors,
(k2) column minimal indices,
(k3) row minimal indices,
(k4) infinite elementary divisors.
It can readily be seen that the feedback and Morse equivalences are special cases
of strict pencil equivalence and of course there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the Morse invariants of a triple .C;A;B/ (and as a special case of the feedback
invariants of a pair .A;B//; and the Kronecker invariants the corresponding matrix
pencils (11). As shown in [21], the lists (m2), (m3) are the same as the lists (k2), (k3),
respectively, while the infinite zero orders, given by the list (m4), correspond to the
infinite elementary divisor orders, given by the list (k4), increased by one. Finally,
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the list of invariant polynomials (m1) and the list of finite elementary divisors (k1)
are also biunivoquely related [7].
The aforementioned matrix completion problem can be introduced in the follow-
ing way.
Given pencils sP11 − Q11 and sP − Q with P11;Q11 2 Rmn and P;Q 2
R.mCp/.nCq/; find pencils sP12 − Q12; sP21 − Q21; sP22 − Q22 such that
sP11 − Q11 sP12 − Q12
sP21 − Q21 sP22 − Q22

 TsP − QU: (12)
For the time being there are no conditions under which the above completion
problem is solvable in its full generality [25]. However, in some special cases, such
conditions are known. An interesting point here is that many of these “special cases”
have control-theoretical motivation.
5.1. Row completion problem
Consider for example the problem of pole structure assignment by regular state
feedback again. Using (1) and (3) (take G D Im for the sake of simplicity), it follows
that 
sIn − A − BF 0
0 Im

D

In B
0 Im
 
sIn − A −B
F Im
 
In 0
F Im

; (13)
which shows, as explained in [39], that the pencils
sIn − A − BF 0
0 Im

and

sIn − A −B
−F Im

are strictly pencil equivalent and therefore they have the same invariant polynomials.
Thus, the problem comes down to completing the pencil TsIn − A − BU by m rows
such that (13) holds.
Another possible formulation is based on the fact that
PTsIn − A − BF U D PTsIn − AU;
where P is the maximal anihilator of B. The problem here is to find a matrix pencil
sP − Q such that
P.sIn − A/
sP − Q

 TsIn − A − BF U (14)
Notice that system (1) need not be controllable. An answer to the problem is given in
[38] a special case of which (when .A;B/ is controllable) is described in Theorem
1. Relationships (13) and (14) are nice examples of the row completion problems.
Also the squaring-down problems (the transfer function of the compensated sys-
tem is required to be square) can be formulated as a row completion problem. They
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deal with non-regular output injection, a dual concept of non-regular state feedback,
and therefore the results of the subsequent section can be applied to them.
5.2. Column completion problem
Next, we shall pay attention to the question of adding some columns to the pencil.
A formulation of the problem is the following.
Let a pencil TsIn − M NU, where M 2 Rnn; N 2 Rnm and rank N D m be given
and let c01 > c02 >    > c0m be its controllability indices and 01.s/ F 02.s/ F    F
0qCk.s/ be its invariant polynomials. Let further c1 > c2 >    > cmCk and 1.s/ F
2.s/ F    Fq.s/ be given positive integers and monic polynomials. The matter in
question is whether there exists a matrix K 2 Rnk , having full column rank, such
that the pencil TsIn − M N KU will have the controllability indices ci and invariant
polynomials i.s/.
This problem is called the column completion problem of the pencil TsIn − M NU.
From a control-theoretical point of view, as has been shown in [28], the problem is
equivalent to finding a non-regular state feedback (3) such that the closed-loop sys-
tem (4) will have the controllability indices c0i and invariant factors 0i .s/, provided
system (1) has controllability indices ci and invariant factors i.s/.
The column completion problem has been solved in [1] for the first time. The
solvability conditions presented below are, however, taken from [28] since they are
expressed in terms of the quantities introduced above.
0i .s/ Fi.s/ F0iCk.s/; i D 1; : : : ; q; (15)
ciCk 6 c0i ; i D 1; : : : ;m; (16)
lkjX
iD1
ci C
qCk−jX
iD1
deg.lcm.i.s/; 0iCj .s//
6
lkj −jX
iD1
c0i C
qCkX
iD1
deg.0i .s//; j D 1; : : : ; k; (17)
mCkX
iD1
ci C
qX
iD1
deg.i.s// D
mX
iD1
c0i C
kCqX
iD1
deg.0i .s//; (18)
where
lkj D minfi j c0i−jC1 < cig:
At the first sight the reader may find these conditions quite involved. However,
they can be easily verified. Conditions (15) are the well-known interlacing inequal-
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ities [26,34] tying in the invariant polynomials i.s/ with the polynomials 0i .s/,
while conditions (16) and (17) are just conditions (7) and (9) on pole structure and
controllability indices assignment adapted to the case. The last condition, equality
(18), reflects the ranks of both pencils.
In [27], a generalization to a certain class of implicit systems has been done. It is
worth noting that this class of systems includes right invertible systems described by
system (1), (2) so that the results concern a class of frequently used systems.
5.3. Row and column completion problem
As an example of row and column completion, the problem of dynamical com-
pensation is considered. Let the equations
P D 6 C Xx C Cv (19)
u D L C Fx C Gv (20)
describe a linear time invariant system called the compensator. Combining Eqs. (1),
(2) and (19), (20) gives the pencil of the closed-loop system in the form2
4sIn − A − BF −BL −BG−X sIk − R −R
−C 0 0
3
5 :
A simple verification shows that this pencil is strictly pencil equivalent to the pencil
sIn − A −B
−C 0

completed by the rows T−X − R 0U and columns T0 0 sIk − RTUT:
Little has been done in this particular problem of completion until now. The main
theoretical questions arising here are again related to assigning the pole structure,
controllability indices, and infinite zero orders.
6. Conclusions
The role of system invariants appears to be of great importance in the analysis of
linear systems and in the solutions of some problems of linear control theory.
When the state feedback (3) is regular, it is possible to obtain solvability condi-
tions in terms of these invariants, and the conditions reduce to the comparison of
lists of integers and divisibility conditions of given polynomials. This fact reveals
the power and elegance of the structural approach in the analysis of linear systems.
When the static state feedback is non-regular, the system invariants may be mod-
ified and the complexity of control problems may increase significantly. However,
combining the tools like polynomial and state-space methods, together with their
links to matrix completions, seems to be promising for getting a deeper knowledge
in this field.
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The theoretical results presented here could be of some importance in a design
process described in [15] and called Integral Design. The main idea is the following.
To obtain a system having good properties with respect to control means that this
issue should be taken into consideration from the early stage of system design. In
particular, it is profitable that the input and output maps, which correspond to the
actuators and sensors of the system, should be selected or designed in close cooper-
ation with the system specialists so that the structural features of the overall system
are in concert with the proposed control strategy. The results presented in this paper
give some limits of what can be achieved in the field.
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